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Iíe show thaÈ several .iterative techniquea, which were proposed, fo:n calculating
ground-state properties of quantwi models, can all be derived as the zero-temp€rature
iiurit of.a real-space quantum renormalization nethod. As a consequence, all these
techniquee are syÀtematically inprovable by a perËurbative approach, and rnay be
extended in a natural way Èo nonzero temperaturês

In recent year s several rqnormal, i zatíon me thods
have been proposed for studying the ground
state properties of quanturmechanical model s,
such as the Ising model in a transverse field
I t ,2] , the Heisenberg and XYrnodel [ 2, 3J , or
the Kondo problem [4] .

With the exceptton of Ref.[ t], there seems at
first sight Ëo be no clear connection between
these methods and the renormalízation techni-
ques introduced for studying the properties of
Èhe same systems aË nonzero temperatures [5].
Nevertheless, it r^rould be highly desirable to
have a unified approach to giound-state and
finite temperature propertiesn possibly within
a unique approximation schene. IË is the
purpose of this contribution to show that there
exists indeed such a unique approximation
scheme, 'which includes all the above mentioned
methods as possible zeto temperature real íza-
t ions .

I,le will il lustrate our argument by the example
of the XY-model wi thout transverse f ield . lrle

wil l show that the zero temperature l imi t of a
properly chosen transformation of the type
defined in Ref.[S] yields the ground state
transformation scheme of Ref.[3J.
Iile divider ês usual, the lattice in Kadanof f
cells, and we split the Hamiltonian as
H = Ho+V, Ho = IoHoo, where CI numbers the ce'lls
and V contains the inter-cell intefaetions.
Due to the up-dowrr synune try in the z-comPonent
of the spins, if each cell contains an odd
number of lattice sites, the eigenvalues E1 of
il'*itl be degenerate, and Iire will denotelthe

"àïr"rponding 
áig"o"taies by l*,it and l-,it.

The (t) sign may correspond to the sign of the
majority of the z-componenËs of the spins in
tbe cell, and rile will identify this sign with
o3,, the z-component o f the nerrr ef f ect ive cell
spin vector.
A finite temperature renormalízation transfor-
mat ion on the reduced Harni 1 tonian ( BH) can
then be defined according'to the basic formu-
la IsI:
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B'H'o*., now be calculated in a cumulant ex-
pans ion in V, e . g. by rnaking use in the r .h , s .
of (l) of the identity
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where T is the ordering operaÈor with respect
to decreasí.ng values of tr.

From these formulae, one can now compute B'Ht
up to any desired order in V. ïn doing so, we

obtain an expression which is linear in B,
since all higher-order terms in B 'are canceled
by the cumulant expansion. If one then takes
the limit B + -, one obËains recursion formulae
between Hr and H, which coincide exactly with
the formulae derived for zero temperatures from
the Rayleigh-Schródinger perturbaËion theory
[3].
Besides giving a new interpretation to this
zeto-temperaÈure iteration procedure, the
pre sent approach allows us to extend in a
naturàl rray the ground-state calculat ions into
a method for obtaining numerical estimates
for the free energy at all temperatures. In
this way we have verified, e.g., that already
in a first order calculation the free energy
of the I -dirnens ional XY-chain deviates less
than 137" from the exact result over the whole
temperature range (at T=0 this deviation is
ll?" [3J).
For systems with transverse fields, either
Ising or XY, the ground state of Hoa i s no
longer degenerate. For such systems different
iterative methods have been proposed l,t rZJ and
it has even been claimed that these methods
are not perturbative [2].
I,le have been able to show, however, that these
methods may also be obtained as a first-order
approximation to a Ëransformation as defined
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a. in formul a ( I ) , if one makes an appropriaÈe'
choice for the labelling of the cell states
Itrit. The ground sÈate and the first excited
state bf Hoa have to be classified as belonging
to aft* +I áta -I respectively (consistently
with Èhe direction of the magnetic field), and
Ëo the same,i-value. In this hray, of course'
oft is not necessarily defined ac-cording to
the previously described majority rule.
It is then possible to look for corrections to
the rnethod àt Lzl , by expanding (2) up to
second order in V. In second' order, higher
energy eigenstaÈes in the cell play an impor-
tant role in the ealculation; the results.
depend on the speci f ic hlay in which the se
stàtes have been classified as ltrit states.
The second order correction seems to give a

remarkable improvement on the ground state
energy . As an example , I^Ie tabul aËe a f ew
ground state energy values for the l-dimen-
sional transverse Ising rnodel , obËained with
a two-spin cell :

cumulant approximàtionr. rhe'B + - .1imit' can then
be performed, leading to zeto temperature
transformations. The dif'ferenee between the
various meÈhods lies mainly in whether one
chooses for the_basic cel1 'staËes lo&, i>r the
eigenstates of I"? ( j€o) (as in t l'l ) , .or the 

..

eigenstates of J Hoo (as .in t2l): All methq{€
are equally suited for a systematiq irnpr-ovement
or for a general iza t ion to nonzero tqrnpeia,tures .
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a.2
0.4
0.6

I .0014
I .0 156
1.0544

| .a347
I " 1056
I . 1863

I .0405
l.1680
I .4 199

(-Eo/J) (-no /;) ( -Eo/J)
Ref . Í21 Zd.ofder exact

In this table, h and J are respectively the
transverae field and the ferromagnetic inter-
action strengËh; Eo is the ground state energy

aper sPr-n.

t'Ie may thus conclude that the various methods,
which have been proposed for studying the
ground state properties of quanttrm sysËems by
renormalízation group methods may all be viewed
as dif ferent real i.zations of the same idea.
This idea amounts to set up a free energy
perserving mápping of the spin Hamil tonian
into a cell Hami.ltonian on the basis of ( I ) .
If this mapping is computed in a suitable
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